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X300V

OUTPUT WH: 350 lumens   IR: 120mW / 860 nm

RUNTIME WH: 2.5 hours       IR: 16.75 hours 

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 12,750 candela

DISTANCE 225 meters

CONSTRUCTION Aluminum

FINISH Hard Anodized (MIL-A-8625 Type III, Class 2)

WEIGHT (w/batteries) 4.0 oz (113 g)

LENGTH 4.0 in (10.0 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER 1.06 in  (2.7 cm)

BATTERIES Two 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING Ambidextrous push/toggle

LIQUID INGRESS 
PROTECTION IPX7

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2019 Standard. 

The X300V is a compact WeaponLight for pistols and long guns, 
featuring a high-output white-light and infrared LED in one sealed 
unit. In white-light mode, its recoil-proof LED generates a versatile 
350-lumen tactical beam with plenty of reach, enough surround light 
to accommodate peripheral vision and enough output to temporarily 
overwhelm the dark-adapted vision of an aggressor. In infrared mode, 
the 120-milliwatt LED produces a beam that’s invisible to the naked 
eye for use on stealth operations involving night vision devices — no 
filter required. Switching between the two modes is achieved via a 
no-look, self-locking selector ring, even on the fly. The X300V can 
be attached to a pistol or a long gun since its Rail-Lock® system 
permits rapid attachment to and removal from either Universal 
or Picatinny rails. Ambidextrous push/toggle switching on the rear 
of the light provides one-finger control for momentary- or constant-
on operation; optional DG grip switches (for pistols) and a pressure-
pad tape switch (for long guns) permit activation of the light without 
altering your grip on the weapon. Constructed of aerospace aluminum, 
Hard Anodized with a Mil-Spec finish, and O-ring and gasket sealed 
to keep out the elements, the X300V thrives in combat-like conditions 
— on both handguns and long guns.  

¼ Virtually indestructible white-light and infrared LEDs regulated  
 to maximize output and runtime 

¼ TIR lens shapes white or IR light into focused beam with ample  
 reach and surround light for close- to medium-range applications

¼ On-the-fly bezel switching between white-light, infrared, and  
 disable mode; no IR filter required 

¼ Integral ambidextrous momentary- and constant-on switching 

¼ Attaches securely to both Universal and Picatinny accessory rails

¼ IPX7 waterproof to one meter for 30 minutes

¼ High-strength aerospace aluminum body, Mil-Spec Hard   
 Anodized for extreme durability

¼ Accepts optional pressure-activated DG and XT remote   
    switches for precision control without altering grip on weapon

FEATURES
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INFRARED / WHITE LED HANDGUN LIGHT

2.5 HOURS350 LUMENS 225 METERS
LENS MULTIPLE 

SPECTRUM
PROTECTION
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BODY SPECS

TYPE Box - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT 7.75 in (19.6 cm)

WIDTH 4.625 in (11.7 cm)

DEPTH 1.5 in (3.8 cm)
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FEATURED ACCESSORIESPACKAGING SPECS

BATTERY TYPE VOLTAGE CAPACITY ENERGY WEIGHT LITHIUM CONTENT

123A* 3 V 1,550 mAh 4.65 Wh 17 g 0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

DG SWITCH
(Grip switch for handguns)

Other approptiate models available

XT07 TAPE SWITCH
(Rail attach for long guns)

UPC: 084871851282 

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES
Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER
Other appropriate models also available 


